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It is widely believed that many-body localisation in one dimension is fragile and can be easily
destroyed by thermal inclusions, however there are still many open questions regarding the stability
of the localised phase and under what conditions it breaks down. Here I construct models with dilute
disorder, which interpolate between translationally invariant and fully random models, in order to
study the breakdown of localisation. This opens up the possibility to controllably increase the density
of thermal regions and examine the breakdown of localisation as this density is increased. At strong
disorder, the numerical results are consistent with commonly-used diagnostics for localisation even
when the concentration of thermalising regions is high. At moderate disorder, I present evidence for
slow dynamics and sub-diffusive transport across a large region of the phase diagram, suggestive of
a ‘bad metal’ phase. This suggests that dilute disorder may be a useful effective model for studying
Griffiths effects in many-body localisation, and perhaps also in a wider class of disordered systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of many-body quantum systems which fail
to thermalise is a major frontier in modern condensed
matter physics, and by now there are many examples
of scenarios where thermalisation may be avoided, most
commonly through the addition of some form of disor-
der [1–9], but also even in a variety of disorder-free sys-
tems [10–18]. Similar effects can even be achieved even
by preparing certain systems in finely-tuned initial states
without any form of disorder, as in the case of quantum
many-body scars [19].

The focus of this work is many-body localisation [4–
9], the interacting variant of Anderson localisation [1, 2]
where an isolated many-body quantum system can be-
come localised at all energy scales via the addition of a
random on-site chemical potential or magnetic field [3].
Recent years have seen huge progress in understanding
many-body localisation – particularly from the point of
view of local integrals of motion [7, 20–25] – as well as
in establishing under what conditions it can and can not
exist. Remarkably, there is even a class of spin chains
for which an analytical proof of many-body localisation
exists [6], subject to the assumption of limited level at-
traction, which is widely considered to be a reasonable
assumption. Behaviour consistent with many-body local-
isation has been experimentally observed in a variety of
one- and even two-dimensional systems [26–32], though
its stability remains under intense discussion. In partic-
ular, it is widely believed that many-body localisation is
stable only in one-dimensional systems with short-range
couplings, as otherwise localisation has been argued to
be unstable due to what is now known as the avalanche
effect, where rare regions of anomalously low disorder
can form ergodic bubbles which can grow and eventually
cause the entire system to thermalise [33].

Recently, however, the stability of many-body local-
isation even in one dimension has come into question,
with some works suggesting that the localisation tran-
sition takes place at a much higher disorder strength

than previously expected [34], and others suggesting that
there may be no transition at all in the thermodynamic
limit [35–39]. It is therefore of great interest to study
in more detail the breakdown of many-body localisa-
tion and characterise just how robust this phase really
is. Whether or not it constitutes a stable phase in the
thermodynamic limit, it is clear that upon increasing the
disorder strength the relaxation dynamics of the system
enters a regime that either does not thermalise at all, or
does so only on extremely long times. In the following I
shall refer to this regime as ‘many-body localised’, and to
the onset of these slow dynamics as the ‘many-body local-
isation transition’. In particular, there has been a great
deal of work studying the transport properties close to
the many-body localisation transition, with a large body
of evidence pointing towards the presence of a Griffths-
like subdiffusive regime and other anomalous transport
properties both in microscopic models of many-body sys-
tems [40–46] and proxy models which investigate MBL
via Anderson localisation in Fock space [47–54]. Gain-
ing further insights these anomalous transport properties
could lead to an improved understanding of the many-
body localisation transition itself.

In this work I take a new approach to studying the
breakdown of the many-body localised phase. I construct
a model in which homogeneous thermalising regions can
be controllably added, and ask what happens to many-
body localisation as the density of these thermalising re-
gions is varied. Previous work [33, 55] has suggested that
rare thermalising regions should play a key role close to
the transition. These models allow us to investigate the
effects of both rare thermal regions and rare impurities,
which in one dimension can form large bottlenecks that
can have a significant effect on the transport properties
of the system, even if the majority of lattice sites are
in locally ergodic regions. This form of disorder may be
a useful toy model for Griffiths effects [56] and rare re-
gion physics that are believed to play an important role
in the many-body localisation transition in systems with
conventional random disorder [50, 57], as well as in other
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paradigmatic examples of disordered phases of matter
such as the Bose glass [58].

II. MODEL

I will focus on the XXZ model of strongly interacting
spins in one dimension with nearest-neighbour interac-
tions, subject to two different choices of on-site poten-
tial. The Hamiltonian for a chain of length L with open
boundary conditions is given by:

H =
∑
i

hiS
z
i + J0

∑
i

(Sxi S
x
i+1 + Syi S

y
i+1) + Jz

∑
i

Szi S
z
i+1.

(1)

In the following, all Hamiltonian parameters will be mea-
sured in units of J0 = 1, and I will set Jz = J0. All
calculations will be performed in the zero magnetisation
sector. I shall consider the on-site terms hi drawn from
two different distributions. The first case, which I shall
call dilute random disorder, is described by a potential
which is randomly chosen to be either equal to a uni-
form value or drawn randomly from a box distribution of
width 2d:

hi =

{
1, with probability (1− p),
∈ [−d, d], with probability p.

(2)

In the limit p → 1, this model reduces to the ‘stan-
dard model’ of MBL, namely a fully random system
with a completely disordered on-site potential, which
has been widely studied in the literature and its prop-
erties are by now well-established [59–62]. In the oppo-
site limit of p → 0, the model instead becomes a trans-
lationally invariant integrable system, the properties of
which are also well-established. By varying p, it is possi-
ble to interpolate between these two limits and examine
at which point localisation breaks down. For a given
value of p, the chance of a region of length L which is
completely homogeneous decays exponentially with the
length of the region, and is given by (1 − p)L. Con-
versely, the chance to find a region of length L which
is entirely random is pL, and for p = 0.5 at fixed L
both types of region are equally likely to occur. The
expected size of the largest disordered region is given by
RL(p) ≈ log1/p(L(1−p)) = log(L(1−p))/ log(1/p), how-
ever due to the skewness of the distribution, the largest
disordered region can in fact be much larger than this
expectation might suggest [63]. Further details on the
distribution of rare regions are given in Appendix A. It is
important to note that by the nature of random systems,
it is possible – indeed, inevitable – that these random re-
gions can themselves include rare regions of anomalously
low disorder which are approximately homogeneous and
consequently favour thermalisation, however I will not
consider the effect of these regions in detail here. Note
that while the homogeneous regions would in isolation
be integrable, as a consequence of the disorder-free XXZ

model also being integrable, this is not expected to have
a significant effect except in the limit of p→ 0, similarly
to the d→ 0 limit of the conventionally disordered XXZ
chain.

The second case, which I shall call dilute binary disor-
der, is similarly dependent on a probability p but in this
case can take only two values, denoted W0 and d:

hi =

{
W0, with probability (1− p),
d, with probability p.

(3)

For p = 0.5, this reduces to a straightforward bimodal
distribution (similar to others studied in the context of
MBL [64]), while in the limits p → 0 and p → 1 the
model is translationally invariant and integrable. We can
anticipate that the choice p = 0.5 will be the most likely
value to host a stable localised phase, however we shall
see later that in fact the hallmarks of localisation exist
over a wider region of parameter space than one might
expect. In the following I set W0 = 1 throughout, and
vary d.

The effects of dilute regions have been studied previ-
ously in the context of MBL in the case of both rare
strongly disordered impurities [38] and small thermalis-
ing regions [65, 66] or baths [39, 67], however this work
takes a somewhat different approach. Rather than study-
ing the effect of a single anomalous region on the rest of
the spin chain, as in previous works, here I look at the
effect of changing the density of such thermalising re-
gions in a way that aims to mimic Griffiths-type effects
close to the localisation transition. In particular, here
the transition will be driven by tuning the distribution
of thermalising regions, rather than by tuning the band-
width of the disorder distribution (i.e. disorder strength)
as is more conventionally done. This provides a control-
lable way of introducing the resonant regions which are
critical for the many-body delocalisation transition [33].

III. METHODS

I will employ full exact diagonalisation using the
QuSpin package [68, 69], and will examine both the non-
equilibrium dynamics and the level spacing statistics.
Both are considered standard measures of localisation
effects in many-body quantum systems. In all of the
following, the exact diagonalisation results have been av-
eraged over a minimum of Ns = 512 disorder realisations
(with up to Ns = 4096 for the smallest system sizes used
in this work).

The first quantity of interest is the disorder-averaged
level-spacing ratio, which is by now a standard measure
of investigating localisation and chaos in quantum sys-
tems [70]. It is defined as:

δα = |εα − εα+1|, (4)

rα = min(δα, δα+1)/max(δα, δα+1). (5)
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FIG. 1. Numerical results for the case of dilute random disorder, for a system size L = 14 and averaged over Ns = 512 disorder
realisations. a) The imbalance I long after a quench (tJ0 = 103) from a Néel state. b) The averaged level spacing statistics r,
which vary from r ∼ 0.39 in a localised phase to r ∼ 0.53 in an ergodic phase. c) The long-time behaviour of the entanglement
entropy S, again at a time tJ0 = 103 following a quench. In all plots, the upper left corner is chaotic, while the upper right
corner is localised. The lower left corner is chaotic, except for close to p = 0 where integrability is approximately restored.
The lower right corner exhibits a small persistent imbalance, level statistics that are close to Poisson, and an entanglement
entropy that grows slower than expected in a chaotic system. All of these are suggestive of a ‘bad metal’ regime existing over
an extended region of the phase diagram.

where the εα are the energy eigenvalues and δα is the
difference between successive energy levels. This quan-
tity takes the value r ≈ 0.53 in a delocalised phase (fol-
lowing Wigner-Dyson statistics, indicative of level repul-
sion), and r ≈ 0.39 in a localised phase (following Poisson
statistics, indicative of a random distribution of energy
levels).

I will investigate the non-equilibrium dynamics of the
imbalance following a quench from a Néel state of the
form |1010...〉, where |1〉 = |↑〉 and |0〉 = |↓〉. The imbal-
ance (staggered magnetisation) is defined as:

I(t) =
1

L

∑
i

(−1)i〈Szi (t)〉. (6)

such that I(0) = 1/2 and it decays in time. This observ-
able gives us an idea of how much ‘memory’ of its initial
state the system has. In order to further investigate the
character of the transport on the delocalised side of the
transition, I will also compute the infinite-temperature
dynamical correlation function:

Ci(t) = 4〈Szi (t)Szi (0)〉. (7)

The thermal expectation value of an observable O is de-
fined as 〈O〉 = Tr[exp(−βH)O]/Tr[exp(−βH)], where
β = 1/T is the inverse temperature. In the limit of in-
finite temperature, this becomes 〈O〉 = Tr[O]/D, where
D is the Hilbert space dimension. It has been shown,
however, that rather than performing the trace over all
basis states, we can make use of dynamical quantum typ-
icality [71–78] to replace this with an expectation value

with respect to a single randomly-chosen pure state of
the form |ψ〉 = C

∑
k(ak + ibk) |φk〉, where C is a nor-

malisation constant, ak and bk are chosen randomly from
Gaussian distributions of mean zero [79] and the |φk〉 are
the basis states. This state can be considered a ‘typi-
cal’ state of the desired ensemble, and the properties of
this state representative of the full trace over the entire
Hilbert space. The resulting expectation value with re-
spect to this ‘typical’ state then becomes:

Ci(t) = 4 〈ψ|Szi (t)Szi (0)|ψ〉+ ε (8)

where the final term is an error which has zero mean and
a standard deviation that scales as ∝ 1/

√
D where D is

the Hilbert space dimension. For many-body systems,
D is exponentially large in the system size, guaranteeing
that statistical fluctuations vanish rapidly as the system
size increases. A different random state is chosen for
each disorder realisation. In the following, I shall set
C(t) ≡ CL/2(t), such that boundary effects are minimised.

In a phase with diffusive transport, one would expect
to see this correlation function decay like C(t) ∼ 1/

√
t,

whereas if the transport is sub-diffusive it will instead de-
cay like C(t) ∼ t−α with α < 1/2. It has been shown in
Refs. [41, 57] that at infinite temperature the exponent
α is linked to the behaviour of the optical conductivity
σ(ω) ∼ ωβ via the relation β + 2α = 1, therefore knowl-
edge of this correlation function also gives us information
about the optical conductivity. It was also demonstrated
in Ref. [57] that it is extremely challenging to reliably
extract an exponent α = 1/2 in the diffusive regime due
to significant finite-size effects, and that extrapolation to
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FIG. 2. The decay of the imbalance (staggered magnetisa-
tion) following a quench from an initial Néel state, for L = 16
and averaged over Ns = 1024 disorder realisations. The four
panels show four different disorder strengths, and the coloured
lines each show different values of p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9. The
black dashed lines are power-law fits to the long-time be-
haviour, shown here as guides to the eye. The translucent
shaded area around each line represents the uncertainty: note
that in many cases it is roughly the same as the linewidth.
(The data for p = 0.1 with d = 1.0 has been smoothed by
convolution with a Gaussian filter of width 1σ.)

the L → ∞ limit is required in order to recover the ex-
pected value of α = 1/2. I shall make use of a similar
procedure below.

I will also compute the bipartite von Neumann entan-
glement entropy density S(t) across a cut in the centre
of the chain:

S(t) = − 2

L
TrA[ρA(t) log(ρA(t))]. (9)

where ρA(t) = TrB[|ψ(t)〉 〈ψ(t)|] is the reduced density
matrix of one half of the chain (subsystem A, with length
L/2) after tracing out the remaining sites in subsys-
tem B. The entanglement entropy has previously been
shown to increase logarithmically in time in the MBL
phase [60, 80], in contrast to the much faster growth ex-
pected in an ergodic system, and provides an important
indicator of the slow dynamics characteristic of MBL.
In particular, unlike local observables such as a persis-
tent density imbalance, the entanglement entropy is ca-
pable of clearly distinguishing true many-body localisa-
tion from Anderson localisation.
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FIG. 3. The decay of the infinite-temperature correlation
function for L = 16 with Ns = 512, again for four differ-
ent disorder strengths and varying values of the dilution p.
As before the shaded area represents the uncertainty, and the
dashed lines are power-law fits shown as guides to the eye.

IV. RESULTS

A. Dilute Random Disorder

A summary of the results for dilute random disorder
are shown in the phase diagrams of Fig. 1. Firstly, the
behaviour in both limits p→ 0 and p→ 1 is as expected,
yielding a vanishing imbalance in the former case (char-
acteristic of the diffusive transport expected in the inte-
grable XXZ model [81]) and a localisation transition in
the latter case, located at approximately dc ≈ 3.7 [62].
As this transition has been widely studied elsewhere, I
do not linger on it, nor attempt to locate it any more
precisely than has already been done in other works. For
our purposes, it is sufficient to note that there is a lo-
calisation transition and ask what happens to it as p is
changed.

The most interesting physics occurs at disorder
strengths d > dc when p is reduced from unity, and one
can examine what happens to the localisation transition.
Fig. 1a) shows that the transition shifts to larger values of
d as more homogeneous regions are added, which makes
intuitive sense as these regions act to favour thermalisa-
tion. The smaller p becomes, the larger these thermal-
ising regions are and the stronger their effects. Remark-
ably, however, signatures of a finite imbalance persist
even to small values of p ≈ 0.2. This effect is even more
starkly revealed in the level spacing statistics, shown in
Fig. 1b), where at strong disorder there are no areas of
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FIG. 4. Decay exponents from fits to the imbalance I(t) ∝
t−γ and infinite-temperature correlation function C(t) ∝ t−α
respectively, shown for three different disorder strengths (d =
1.0, 3.0, 9.0, top to bottom) and three different values of the
dilution parameter p. The dashed lines show the linear ex-
trapolation to the infinite system size limit, where for diffusive
transport one would expect to find α = 1/2, indicated by the
purple dot-dashed line. For weak disorder, the results are
consistent with diffusive transport, but as the disorder is in-
creased, the decay becomes significantly slower with α, γ → 0,
suggestive of non-diffusive transport at intermediate disorder
and full localisation at strong disorder. Error bars reflect the
uncertainty in the fits, and are in many cases smaller than
the plot markers.

the phase diagram where r takes on the Wigner-Dyson
value of ∼ 0.53 which would be characteristic of a chaotic
ergodic phase. This this may be due to rare but strong
impurities acting as bottlenecks, or simply a consequence
of the finite resolution of the data shown in Fig. 1.

More information about how the system approaches
its long-time state can be extracted from the evolution of
these observables, rather than just their long-time limits.
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the imbalance for a variety
of different disorder strengths and choices of the dilution
parameter p, on a double-log scale with power-law fits to
the late-time behaviour indicated by black dashed lines.
In all figures, the uncertainty shown for each observable
O is obtained by computing the mean O and the vari-
ance σ2(O), and plotting the range given by O ± σ2(O)
as a translucent shaded area: in the present figure, the
uncertainty is close to the linewidth.

At low disorder (i.e. in the delocalised phase), the
imbalance decays like a power-law at long times. This
persists to intermediate disorder (d = 3.0) although the
slope of the power-law is significantly reduced, implying
a slower decay. At the two highest disorder strengths
shown in Fig. 2, the imbalance appears to saturate at late
times and does not exhibit power-law decay, although it
must be noted that for small values of p the imbalance
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FIG. 5. Growth of the entanglement entropy following a
quench from an initial Néel state, again for four different dis-
order strengths and varying values of dilution p, computed for
L = 16 using exact diagonalisation. The shaded area around
each curve again represents the uncertainty (variance). For
the strongest disorder strength (d = 9.0), even at the weakest
value of the dilution (p = 0.1) there is still a slow logarithmic
growth of the entanglement entropy at late times, suggesting
that the rare impurities act as significant bottlenecks to the
growth of entanglement.

does indeed saturate close to zero, which is inconsistent
with a fully many-body localised phase.

This behaviour can be corroborated via the correlation
function, shown in Fig. 3, which exhibits qualitatively
similar behaviour. Following Ref. [57], here the fits are
performed over an intermediate window in time before
the correlation function saturates to its long-time value.
Again, there is a power-law decay at low disorder but a
clear plateau at large disorder strengths, even for small
values of the dilution parameter p, indicating that the
long-time behaviour of the system is strongly affected by
the presence of these rare yet large bottlenecks.

It is possible to extract decay exponents from the im-
balance I(t) ∝ t−γ and correlation function C(t) ∝ t−α

respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. While the decay of the
imbalance is not directly related to the diffusion expo-
nent α, it is nonetheless instructive as it displays the
same qualitative behaviour. In some cases, it has even
shown to exhibit quantitatively similar behaviour. The
decay exponent for the correlation function approaches
the diffusive value of α = 1/2 in the thermodynamic
limit, as expected, however convergence as a function of
system size is extremely slow and extracting reliable ex-
ponents is challenging. Nonetheless, the results indicate
that for weak disorder (d = 1.0), the decay of the corre-
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FIG. 6. Numerical results for the case of dilute binary disorder, for a system size L = 14 and averaged over Ns = 512 disorder
realisations. a) The imbalance long after a quench from a Néel state (tJ0 = 103). b) The averaged level spacing statistics,
which vary from r ∼ 0.39 in a localised phase to r ∼ 0.53 in an ergodic phase. c) The entanglement entropy a long time after
the quench. Note the singular behaviour along the integrable line W0 = d = 1, clearly visible in all three panels as a vertical
line.

lation function is consistent with diffusive behaviour, as
expected. In all cases, the imbalance exhibits a smaller
exponent γ < α, perhaps due to finite-size effects or the
specific choice of initial state. For intermediate disorder
(d = 3.0) the decay is significantly and visibly slower,
consistent with subdiffusive transport. It is also inter-
esting to note that the exponent is suppressed at large
values of p, vanishing almost entirely for p = 0.9, and
becoming much larger as the density of homogeneous re-
gions is increased, confirming that the dilution parameter
p strongly changes the character of the transport in this
model. At the largest disorder strength shown in Fig. 4
(d = 9.0), the exponents are both effectively zero for
all values of p, suggestive of localisation, although it is
not possible to rule out the possibility of extremely slow
transport that cannot be resolved at these system sizes
and evolution times [82]. In fact, it is very likely that this
is the case, based upon the high density of thermalising
regions which would by design overwhelm conventional
perturbative arguments for the stability of MBL [6]. It
should be noted, however, that the local integrability of
the inclusions in this model could play a role in allowing
signatures of localisation to persist to long times.

In addition, Fig. 5 shows the growth of the half-chain
entanglement entropy S(t) following the quench, again
for a variety of disorder strengths and values of the dilu-
tion parameter. At weak disorder, the entanglement en-
tropy grows rapidly and quickly saturates for all values of
the dilution parameter p, while at intermediate disorder
the dynamics separates into an initial transient period
of fast growth followed by a slower logarithmic increase
that persists to late times. Notably, this feature is also
present at strong disorder and small values of dilution,
for example d = 9.0 and p = 0.2, where the impurities

are strong yet rare. This confirms again that the presence
of even very rare disordered regions is enough to lead to
the emergence of standard MBL phenomenology which
predicts S(t) ∼ log(t) [60, 80]. The long-time values of
S(t = 103) are shown in Fig. 1c), where it is clear that
the entanglement in the localised region is significantly
smaller than elsewhere in the phase diagram. The fast
linear growth of the entanglement entropy at short times
results from the nearly-free transport of spin over a re-
gion set by the localisation length (for p→ 1) or the size
of the homogeneous regions (p → 0), and consequently
grows more for small values of the dilution parameter p
where spin transport over larger distances is possible. At
later times, however, the disordered regions always ap-
pear to dominate the dynamics even for small values of
p, leading to the slow logarithmic growth characteristic
of MBL.

B. Dilute Binary Disorder

I now contrast the results shown in the previous section
with the corresponding results for dilute binary disorder,
which are summarised in Fig. 6. In the limits p → 0
and p → 1 the system behaves in an integrable manner,
with vanishing imbalance and a level spacing parameter
consistent with Poisson level statistics, as expected for
an integrable system. At the maximally disordered value
of p = 0.5, there is a transition or crossover between
an ergodic and a localised phase at a critical dc ≈ 4,
similarly to the p → 1 limit of the model with dilute
random disorder. Moving away from this point, as δp =
|0.5−p| increases from zero, the localised phase is quickly
destabilised, however once again the level statistics do
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other due to the symmetry of the phase diagram, as do the
lines for p = 0.1 and p = 0.9. (For d = 0.0, the p = 0.1
and p = 0.9 data have been smoothed by convolution with a
Gaussian filter.)

not significantly deviate from their Poisson value of r ∼
0.39 despite the imbalance vanishing, consistent with a
crossover from a disordered to an integrable regime.

Note that along the line W0 = d = 1, the system is in-
tegrable for all values of p and displays a rapid transition
to a chaotic ergodic phase as δW = |W0 − d| becomes
non-zero. This is not an error, and is simply a reflection
that there is no ‘disorder’ to speak of along this line, as
the system is translationally invariant (and integrable)
regardless of the value of p.

As before, I compute the same set of observables, be-
ginning with the imbalance following a quench from a
Néel state, shown in Fig. 7. The results are qualita-
tively similar to the case of dilute random disorder, show-
ing a power-law decay of the imbalance at intermediate
disorder and a flat ‘frozen’ imbalance at large disorder
strengths, suggestive of localisation. The value d = 1.0
considered in the previous section is replaced here with
d = 0.0, as the system is integrable at d = 1.0 for all val-
ues of p (as W0 = d = 1.0 and so the behaviour is qualita-
tively different here than for all other choices of d). Fig. 8
shows the decay of the dynamical correlation function,
and again it exhibits familiar behaviour consistent with
slow transport at intermediate disorder and localisation
at higher disorder strengths. The extracted decay expo-
nents are shown in Fig. 9. At d = 3.0, transport is subd-
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FIG. 8. The decay of the correlation function following a
quench from an initial Néel state in the case of dilute binary
disorder, for L = 16 with Ns = 1024, again for four different
disorder strengths and varying values of the dilution p. As
before the shaded area represents the uncertainty. Again, the
p = 0.2 and p = 0.8 lines overlap due to the symmetry of the
phase diagram, as do the lines for p = 0.1 and p = 0.9.

iffusive for δp ≈ 0, crossing over to diffusive for δp→ 0.5.
At stronger disorder (d = 6.0), transport is (weakly) sub-
diffisive for all values of p, where ‘weakly’ in this con-
text means that the exponent is close to zero. Again
the transport is slowest for p = 0.5, where the effects of
disorder are most strongly felt. The effect of disorder is
qualitatively similar as in the dilute random case, with
strong disorder ultimately suppressing transport regard-
less of the value of the dilution p. Finally, Fig. 10 shows
the entanglement entropy, where the behaviour is qual-
itatively consistent with the other observables, at large
disorder strengths exhibiting a slow logarithmic growth
around p = 0.5, and a faster growth for δp → 0.5 with
late-time behaviour that appears to weakly saturate. In-
terestingly, even for values of δp ≈ 0.4, the growth of
the entanglement entropy remains slow for a long pe-
riod of time, although the growth appears to undergo a
weak crossover to faster-than-logarithmic at late times.
This suggests that even very rare impurities can be sig-
nificant bottlenecks to transport, provided they are large
enough, and could indicate the formation of a metastable
or prethermal phase which appears localised on interme-
diate timescales, before eventually thermalising.
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FIG. 9. Decay exponents from fits to the imbalance I(t) ∝
t−γ and correlation function C(t) ∝ t−α respectively, shown
for two different disorder strengths (d = 3.0 and d = 6.0) and
three different values of the dilution parameter p. The dashed
lines show the linear extrapolation to the infinite system size
limit, with the diffusive value α = 1/2 indicated by the purple
dot-dashed line. For d = 3.0 the results are consistent with
diffusive transport in the limits of p → 0 and p → 1, with
subdiffusive transport inbetween, with the smallest value of
α occuring for p = 0.5. For d = 6.0, the imbalance suggests
that transport is almost entirely absent, but the correlation
function indicates that slow subdiffusive transport persists.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work I have studied two unconventional choices
of disordered potentials and examined the stability of
many-body localisation in both cases. The results in-
dicate that localisation appears to be surprisingly ro-
bust towards the addition of homogeneous regions which
should favour thermalisation, with signatures of localisa-
tion persisting to very long timescales. Even in param-
eter regimes where disordered regions are much smaller
(on average) than homogeneous regions, localisation ef-
fects persist to the largest system sizes and longest times
studied here. Based on analytical arguments regard-
ing the stability of many-body localisation [33], it is
very likely that the localisation phenomena observed over
much of the phase diagrams shown in this work will not
survive in the limit of large systems and very long times,
however it is striking that in many ways, these regions
appear just as stable as the conventionally studied lo-
calised regime. The indistinguishability of localisation in
the dilute and fully random regimes (i.e. p = 1 for dilute
random disorder) suggests that extremely slow mecha-
nisms for delocalisation cannot be captured by numeri-
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FIG. 10. Growth of the entanglement entropy following a
quench from an initial Néel state in the case of dilute binary
disorder, again for four different disorder strengths and vary-
ing values of dilution p, computed for L = 16 using exact
diagonalisation. Note that the results for p = 0.1 and p = 0.9
are quantitatively very similar, as are the results for p = 0.2
and p = 0.8, mirroring the symmetry of the phase diagrams
shown in Fig. 6.

cally exact simulations on such small system sizes.

These numerical simulations will serve as a useful
roadmap for future studies examining further exotic
properties of spin chains with dilute disorder. Here I
have established the broad structure of the phase dia-
gram and a few key properties, but there are many in-
teresting open questions which dilute disorder may be
able to shed some light on. In this work, I have focused
on small system sizes and numerically exact methods in
order to establish the broad properties of these disorder
distributions in the regime most commonly studied by
the many-body localisation community. Further studies
using tensor network techniques to access larger system
sizes may be able to contrast the finite-size scaling be-
haviour of dilute and fully random disorder distributions
in order to see whether the behaviour in the thermo-
dynamic limit continues to behave indistinguishably, or
whether the localisation in the presence of dilute disorder
will be destabilised more easily. While the latter scenario
is more likely, the former would have interesting impli-
cations for the stability of MBL in the thermodynamic
limit. This work has not looked in detail at the univer-
sal properties of dilute disorder, nor whether it strongly
modifies any critical properties of the phase transition.
Future works using techniques such as real-space renor-
malisation group may be able to establish whether the
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localisation transition triggered by changing p at fixed
d is in the same universality class as the localisation
transition studied in conventional random potentials. It
would also be interesting to see if future analytical studies
will be able to rigorously establish some of the numerical
properties observed in this work, as to date few analyti-
cal works have considered dilute disorder. Being able to
controllably add ‘rare’ regions may offer an additional pa-
rameter for analytical works to study the destabilisation
of localisation by carefully controlling the properties of
these inclusions in a more systematic way than is possible
in conventional random potentials.

While undoubtedly somewhat finely tuned and un-
likely to exist in nature, the potentials introduced in
this work offer a way to controllably add thermalising
regions into an otherwise disordered sample and may of-
fer a novel path forward for the study of Griffiths-type
effects in disordered systems by allowing ‘rare regions’ to
be included in a more controlled manner than in purely
random systems. They are also entirely within the realm
of current generation experiments, particularly ultracold
atomic gas platforms, where these tailored potentials can
be realised, for example using a spatial light modula-
tor or digital mirror device. This could also allow the
effects of these potentials to be experimentally investi-
gated in two dimensions, where the existence of MBL is
not yet firmly established and the fragile nature of the
putative localised phase should be much more vulnera-
ble to the controlled addition of thermal inclusions as
proposed in this work. It would be interesting to see if
sub-diffusive transport also emerges in this situation, or
if the presence of any finite concentration of thermal in-
clusions is sufficient to immediately induce conventional
diffusive transport in greater than one spatial dimension.
The disorder distributions studied in this work aimed to
smoothly interpolate between disorder-free and fully ran-
dom models, however as a consequence of the use of the
‘standard model’ of MBL, the physics at low dilution is
close to integrable. In future work, it would be a useful
next step to investigate dilute disorder in a model which
explicitly breaks integrability in the p → 0 limit. An-
other possible avenue of investigation would be to study
the local integrals of motion in systems with dilute disor-
der, and specifically their distribution, as slow transport
has previously been linked to a broad distribution of lo-
cal integrals of motion in a non-interacting system [83].
Given the key role that local integrals of motion play
in MBL phenomenology, and their link with anomalous
transport properties such as those studied here, it seems
likely that the distribution of local integrals of motion in
systems with dilute disorder may be a fruitful direction
for further study.
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Appendix A: Distribution of Rare Regions

The problem of analysing the distribution of rare re-
gions can be mapped onto the equivalent problem of
studying the results of coin tosses of a biased coin. For
example, in the case of dilute random disorder, we can
label the homogeneous lattice sites (which occur with
probability 1−p) as ‘heads’, and the random sites (which
occur with probability p) as ‘tails’. This has been ex-
tensively analysed in Ref. [63] and is a surprisingly rich
problem despite its apparent simplicity. Here we focus
on the probability P (r) to obtain a homogeneous region
of length r. Numerical results are shown in Fig. 11, for
dilute random disorder with four different values of the
probability p. The disorder strength is set to d = 9,
however its precise value is irrelevant here, as all we
care about is whether the potential at a lattice site is
random or otherwise (i.e. heads or tails). Here I aver-
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age over Ns = 20, 000 randomly generated values of the
potential for a system size L = 16, consistent with the
size used in the main text. (Note that simply comput-
ing the properties of the rare regions does not require
fully diagonalising the Hamiltonian, only computing the
on-site potentials, and therefore a very large number of
samples can be used.) To a good approximation, the
probability to obtain a homogeneous region of size r typ-
ically decays exponentially, P (r) ∼ exp(−r). The ex-

pected value for the largest homogeneous region is ap-
proximately given by RL(p) ≈ log1/p(L(1− p)), however
the probability distribution for the size of the largest re-
gion (not shown) has a long tail, and in a given disor-
der realisation, the largest homogeneous region may be
significantly larger [63], therefore one must carefully con-
sider the entire distribution of rare/homogeneous regions
rather than only looking at averaged properties. A simi-
lar analysis can be conducted for dilute binary disorder,
which I do not show here.
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